Relevant news and research

3.21 Health effects for younger smokers
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Research:
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3.21.1 Early signs of addiction


de la Pena, JB, Ahsan, HM, Botanas, CJ, Sohn, A, Yu, GY, Cheong, JH. Adolescent nicotine or cigarette smoke exposure changes subsequent response to nicotine conditioned place preference and self-
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3.21.2 Respiratory infections and exacerbation of asthma
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3.21.3 General health of young smokers


3.21.4 Fitness and lung function in young smokers


3.21.5 Early signs of lung disease


3.21.6 Early signs of cardiovascular disease
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3.21.7 Dental health problems in young people


3.21.8 Muscular skeletal problems in young people


3.21.9 Other health problems young people
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News reports:


3.2.1.4 Fitness and lung function in young smokers


3.2.1.6 Early signs of cardiovascular disease
